
three elevators will use following energy- that it will get the building management as well as the 
occupants to reduce consumption in all areas. Though it is Variable frequency type controller - Gearless machine 
not the most important issue in today's building (Current technology): 5777 kWh/month AC type controller 
environment, it won’t be long when every process load - Geared machine and Hydraulic (Old technology): 8888 
and plug load is counted to reduce the total building’s kWh/month Gen2™ elevator system - Machine room-less 
operating energy cost. Lastly, education and integrated (Latest technology): 4493 kWh/month
design will help in increasing staircase use for lower The biggest drawback in low energy elevators is the limit 
floors, and reduce the load on elevators.in building height that can be covered. With efficiency 

becoming a leading parameter in choosing equipment, it Shillpa Singh, LEED AP, B.Arch., MS 

might be soon that this deficiency will soon be covered.  Renu Ramakrishnan
New innovations are always on the drawing board. As (The authors wish to acknowledge Duncan Hill from Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
more attention is paid to energy usage, there is no doubt for help with the article)
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Landing doors: In cities with Manual collapsible gates: or most people residing in urban 
cities, lifts have become an integral Collapsible gates expose the lift limited playing area, the lift lobby 

shaft to the outside world. There becomes the favourite cricket pitch part of daily life. Yet, the lift would 
have been instances where the and even as a football ground. The be a perfect analogy for highlighting 

lift doors then double up as the traveling cables have been hooked Maslow’s “Health & Hygiene 
wicket or the goal. And if that is not out from inside the shaft and tied Theory. Normally the lift is noticed 
forceful enough, lift lobbies tend to up, leading to serious damage when by its absence rather than by its 
be ideal places for horseplay. As per the lift moves.presence; and in an even worse 
codes the visible door panels and scenario after an unsavory incident. Partial knowledge and curiosity: 
the invisible components that hold The partial awareness children gain This “take it for granted” is the panels in place are designed to through observing lift technicians or triggered by the simplicity involved withstand a thrust of up to 345N the security guards doing something in using a lift and the fact that the applied normally. The rider here is 

on the lift combined with curiosity critical parts of the lift are well “applied normally”, which with age 
(or bravado) is the worst hidden from the user's access. This and improper maintenance could 
combination and sure recipe for attitude converts the world's safest deteriorate. Even when a new door, 
disaster.mode of transport into the probable it is not up to kids to test that the 

hazard. When children are the code has been complied with. In The solution
victims, the tragedy assumes this situation, the impact of a The solution lies in treating the lift different proportions. football or a person crashing into a with respect. While adequate 

door can be disastrous.Children tend to be fascinated by safeties have been built into the 
high-tech elevators looking or glass Elevator Car: The elevator car system, mechanical and electronic 
elevators. While lifts are easy to use panels often double up as a graffiti components can fail and so can the 
and can normally not lead to board. This however causes no real human responsible for maintaining 
incidents, the lift is definitely not a problem other than embarrassment the equipment. 
toy. The normally safe components of sorts. The problem starts when 

With the innovative and curious can get tested by children’s the car is used as a trampoline or 
mindset of the new generation, innocence and sometimes so not even worse when the car panels 
there are many other possibilities innocent activities. become tested as stress relievers. 
that will crop up. In fact some new The same rule that applies to the Door detectors: The mechanical tricks and adventure games, have door panels apply to the car as well.and light detectors are safety already caught on in other countries 

devices meant to prevent the doors Elevator control panels: The with very dangerous consequences. 
from closing in on something that elevator control panels and buttons 

It is up to parents and elders might come in between the doors. are the few controls within the 
along with the industry to take the These are safety devices to take care user’s reach. Since they are normally 
lead in establishing that the lift is of an eventuality and not to be of lower voltage, and assuming that 
not a toy, and with proper tested by users. Users tend to use the grounding (earthing) is proper, 
maintenance, the safest mode of this to hold the elevator. Children the chances of serious injury are 
transport, remains as such.low. However, the damaged buttons like to play “catch me if you can” 

causes inconvenience to other users. with these doors. TAK Mathews

Lift No Toy
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